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Bodytone is the brand of fitness professionals who are 

trying to reach out to anyone who wants to train and 

look after themselves in a sports centre or in their own 

home. 

Bodytone’s aim is to improve people’s health

and happiness by making sport accessible and unique. 

BODYTONE, 
EQUIPPING
YOUR GYM



Our passion for sport means we are fully in-tune with the needs of our 

customers. Since Bodytone was first launched, we have worked closely 

with fitness professionals by listening to their needs and creating 

products and solutions that improve their sports centres, their clients’ 

experiences  and financial results. 

Bodytone equips both large fitness centres and independent gyms, 

providing robust solutions for the most demanding clients. 

We also provide trusted solutions for hotels, residential complexes, 

universities, corporate settings and clinics. We specialise in 

technologically advanced products which are designed to monitor 

training stats and provide an interactive user experience.



TAILOR-MADE
FINANCING

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND
UNIQUE GUARANTEES

PROFITABILITY FOR
THEIR BUSINESS

The key to Bodytone is to help
professionals boost their business:



Bodytone’s design team works every day to create 

world-class equipment through a successful formula that 

integrates research centres, professionals and users.

Bodytone has collaboration agreements with relevant 

research centers around sports and biomechanics from 

prestigious universities such as the University of Valencia or 

the Catholic University of Murcia in order to take its 

products to a higher level in order to provide the 

maximum experience to the users.

We equip both large gym chains and independent 

centers, responding with solvency to the highest levels of 

demand. Likewise, hotels, residential complexes, 

universities, corporate spaces and clinics also trust us.

CREATIVE PROCESS: 
HIGH-LEVEL DESIGNS



HIIT encompasses a line of products capable of taking the 
body to the limit in the shortest possible time.

HIITLINE



HIIT (abbreviation for “High Intensity Interval Training,”) is a type of fitness 

training based on short, high intense interval sessions which alternate 

strength and recuperation.

Many studies have demonstrated their effectiveness in losing weight, 

effectively and efficiently, as well as notably improving physical 

resistance. It is great for those people who have limited time, 45 minutes 

sessions or an hour allow you to work hard over a short period of time.

Currently, HIIT has been introduced as a growing trend amongst athletes. 

For this reason, since the beginning of Bodytone, we have wanted to 

create a perfect line for professionals, who can equip their gym with the 

best equipment to accomplish this activity.

HIGH INTENSITY INTERVAL 
TRAINING



HIIT ROW PRO

BICYCLES TREADMILLS ROWING MACHINE

HIIT BIKE GO

HIIT BIKE PRO HIIT RUN PRO

HIIT RUN GO
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HighlightsHIITLINE

MONITOR YOUR
WORKOUTS

NO NEED
TO CONNECT

TO ELECTRICITY
AIR AND MAGNETIC

RESISTANCE
VERSATILE TRAINING

SOLUTIONS



RUN PRORUN PRO



HIIT RUN PRO
Treadmills
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MyBodytoneTrainingym Zwift

Bodytone brings you its new curved HIIT RUN PRO  running machine. Try a new and 

unique way of working out. If you are looking for a professional running machine that is 

suitable for conventional and/or high intensity running training, the ZRO curved running 

machine is your best option. 

RUNNING SURFACE DIMENSIONS

175 x 44 cm

SPEED

Run at your own pace without 

worrying about speed restrictions

DISPLAY

LCD screen to monitor your sessions: Time, 

Distance, Calories, Speed, Heart Rate, Step 

(min/KM) and Power (Watt)

CONNECTIVITY



BIKE PROBIKE PRO



HIIT BIKE PRO
Bicycles
The HIIT BIKE PRO bike is specially designed for cardiovascular exercise. Its design allows for 

complete resistance training by pedalling and moving the arms at the same time. These 

movements do not hurt our joints, making the Air Bike ideal for cardiovascular workouts regardless 

of physical condition. Additionally, the machine does not run on electricity, reducing consumption 

and removing the need for cumbersome cables.

FAN

26 inches

TRAINING

3 training groups: Legs, arms, com-

bined

DISPLAY

LCD screen to monitor your sessions: Time, 

Distance, Calories, Speed, Heart Rate, Step 

(min/KM) and Power (Watt)

RESISTENCE

Air resistence
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CONNECTIVITY



ROW PROROW PRO



HIIT ROW PRO
Rowing Machine
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The HIIT ROW PRO rowing machine is designed to take up barely any space and has a practical 
dual function design: Remo and Sky. It features an innovative system that combines magnetic 
resistance technology with air technology, meaning users can enjoy 20 extra levels of graduated 
resistance. Its dual function allows for a full-body muscle workout, making it an ideal machine for users 
who want to increase strength and lose weight at the same time.

FOLDABLE DESIGN

Make the most of your gym’s spaces 

with its foldable design

TRAINING
More than 10 different Rowing and 
Skiing exercises for diverse training

DISPLAY

LCD screen to monitor your sessions: Time, 

Distance, Calories, Speed, Heart Rate, Step 

(min/KM) and Power (Watt)

RESISTENCE
Magnetic air resistence

CONNECTIVITY



RUN TEAMRUN TEAM



HIIT RUN TEAM
Treadmills
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CONNECTIVITY

RUNNING SURFACE DIMENSION

150 x 40 cm

SPEED

Run at your own pace without worr-

ying about speed restrictions

DISPLAY

LCD screen to monitor your sessions: Time, 

Distance, Calories, Speed, Heart Rate, Step 

(min/KM) and Power (Watt)

BRAKE

Magnetic resistence

The La HIIT RUN TEAM is an elite fitness treadmill that delivers intense workouts from a 

small-format machine. The name says it all: a treadmill that consumes ZERO electricity and 

offers maximum performance!



RUN GORUN GO



HIIT RUN GO
Treadmills
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The HIIT RUN GO is an elite fitness running machine that packs options for an 

intense workout into a streamlined design. Motorless and easy to move from 

one location to another: The ZRO-TH is powered by the user themselves and 

does not use electricity, meaning it has a low carbon footprint.

RUNNING SURFACE DIMENSIONS

120 x 40 cm

SPEED

Run at your own pace without worr-

ying about speed restrictions

DISPLAY

LCD screen to monitor your sessions: Time, 

Distance, Calories, Speed, Heart Rate, Step 

(min/KM) and Power (Watt)

BRAKE

Magnetic resistence

CONNECTIVITY



BIKE GOBIKE GO



HIIT BIKE GO
Bicycles

Our HIIT BIKE GO exercise bike was designed by our team of engineers based on constant feedback 

from fans, health clubs, trainers, physiotherapists and fitness professionals. It runs on air resistance, 

meaning the amount of resistance the machine gives us depends on the force used when pedalling. 

It adapts to the specific needs of each user thanks to its personalisable settings. 

VENTILADOR

27 inches

TRAINING

3 training groups: Legs, arms, com-

bined

DISPLAY

LCD screen to monitor your sessions: Time, 

Distance, Calories, Speed, Heart Rate, Step 

(min/KM) and Power (Watt)

RESISTENCIA

Air resistence
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Why should you choose us:

WE KNOW
THE MARKET

WE OFFER THE
BEST QUALITY

WE HAVE A TEAM OF SPECIALISTS 
AVAILABLE AT YOUR DISPOSAL

WE ARE WITHIN
REACH

We have a track record

of more than 20 years in the 

fitness sector and are present

in 40 countries across

50 continents. 

From the first idea, through the 

creation of the product and its 

elaborate finish, we work to ensure 

that our products exceed 

expectations. 

At Bodytone you will always deal with 

professionals who will suggest the best 

solutions. We opt for quality people

to guarantee you are able to put

your confidence in us. 

We accompany our clients 

during the equipping process 

and after sales to advise them 

and make everything as easy

as possible.

THEY TRUST US



www.bodytone.eu


